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I want to thank all the members who participated at our work day at the field!
"A job well done!" I am looking for a place (in doors) to hold a club meeting
for November 13, 2021 at 10:00 am.
You will be receiving an email where it will be held. The field is open. Enjoy
flying.
Wayne Perry President MHRCC.

Vice President’s Message: As we enter the end of the year season
and club events take a rest, I can’t help but to ponder. I am most grateful
for all the clubs and their member’s love for the hobby. I had the good
fortune to attend several events this year and experienced the delightful
passion not only in flying, but also in building such amazing aircraft.
Seeing and hearing jets flying around will never get mundane for me. To
see up close, the attention to detail in special built models is out of this
world. I got to meet so many folks with lots of passion for the hobby. All
in all, a great year to look back on.
I would like to thank the good folks that have participated during the
year, in our club activities. The events, workdays, eld maintenance,
newsletters, website, signs and so much more would not have been
possible without your help. I am very grateful we can all celebrate
having a very nice and safe place to enjoy our hobby.
As always, looking forward to meeting with you again for some ying
Dan Blanco, VP

Secretary’s Message:
Hey Walt,
For the next newsletter some of the members may not have seen this link in a
recent AMA email that explains how the AMA insurance works. https://
www.modelaviation.com/how-ama-insurance-works.
The basics of the explanation are this:
1.
If you have other insurance (maybe your homeowners policy) that might
cover a damage claim (you crash your airplane into someone else's car,
for instance), you would submit a claim first to that other insurance
company. If that insurance covers the entire claim, then AMA insurance
never kicks in.
2.
If the other insurance doesn't cover the full cost of the loss, or denies the
claim altogether, then AMA insurance steps in to cover the remainder or
full cost of the loss.
3.
If you don't have other insurance, then AMA insurance covers the cost of
the loss.
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I thought this might help some people, and I myself didn't have a clear
understanding of exactly how it works. Adam
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President’s Message:

Treasurer’s Message:
Our renewal process is over and we ended up with 34 members out of 38 that
we had going into the renewal period. Given past renewal periods, that is a little
better than we had forecast.
I have ordered and have on hand a solar trickle charger for the mower so we
can keep the battery up to snuff. The total cost with connectors and cables was
about $80 so we spent a lot less than was authorized for this. Given some
decent weather I will try to get it installed in the next several weeks
We really need to bring more members on board and that should be our focus going forward
If anyone has any ideas on how to get this done - please let’s hear from you. Nor

Safety Of cer’s Message: From my personal experience the following;
be very careful not to knock your sealing iron onto the floor… especially if it is a
non-carpeted floor. I did just that on to the concrete basement floor my iron
went. I visually inspected the iron and all appeared good. I proceeded to set the
iron in its cradle on the workbench then plugged it in. All seemed fine. I was
about to walk away and let the iron heat up and suddenly it started smoking, big
time. I yanked the plug out of the wall socket as fast as I could. Take a look at
the burn marks on masonite workbench top. That was just a few seconds after
plugging the iron in. Apparently the electronics inside the iron were damaged
from landing on the basement floor. Probably a good idea never to leave a
sealing iron unattended, dropped or not. Walt

.
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PS: I have a few pictures from our last workday at the field and I will put them in
the December newsletter.

Hello club members, you are looking at the container
out at the ying eld. On the roof of the container is a
mini solar panel. As we speak it is putting a trickle
charge into the riding mower’s battery which is
parked inside the container. A big thank you goes
out to Norman and Wayne for making this happen.

Our ‘2021 Events
May 8 - Was our workday.

- Completed -

May 15 - Was our one Day electric planes fun
for members only.
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- Completed -

June 12 - Was the Pluckrose Event- Completed July 24 and 25 - Was our IMAC - Completed -

Birthday’s This Month

September 10, 11 & 12th This Was Our Last Club
Event For This Year.

- Completed -

Jim Hebert

October 16 - The last ‘2021 Hooray! This get
together consisted of a morning work party
followed by a very “classy” luncheon… oh, and
ying.
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of course even did some

- Completed -

Dave Fritzler

Pictures From The Field continued…

 	

Holy Moly!

First Maiden Flight of The Month is from Jim…
Hey Walt, here is my completed T-6
Nelson fabric on control surfaces.
The rest is 3/4 oz fiberglass adhered with zpoxy
finishing resin.
Paint is latex and cleared with automotive
urethane.
30cc gas.
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Jim’s Maiden Fligh
October 10, 2021

Second Maiden Flight of This Month is from Adam…

Hey Walt, pictured is my new SU-29 (two-seat trainer version of the SU-26) with
an SV-26cc gas engine.
Congratulations Adam!

Members, check out the attached full scale scale ying video…
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?

Sukhoi Su-29
Russian Two-Seat Aerobatic Aircraft
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The Sukhoi Su-29 is a Russian two-seat aerobatic aircraft with a 268 kW radial engine. It was
designed based on the Su-26 and inherited most of the design and technical features of its
predecessor. Due to wide use of composite materials, which make up as much as 60% of the Su-29's
aircraft structure, the empty weight is increased by only 50 kg over the single-seat Su-26's empty
weight.

Third and Forth Maiden Flights of The Month are from Jim again…

Hey Walt, the picture to the left is me making
the maiden landing of Nicks Giant Top Flite
Mustang. I was able to make this a three
point landing at my feet!!
Jim says “with a bit of a crosswind and not
wanting to mess with aps on the maiden, I
knew a power on landing or at least a
speedy approach would be wise”. I did the
same with my T-6 Texan. As I recall the rst
T-6 that I had, liked to tip stall if you got too
slow.
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Since we have the long runway it is best to
keep the speed up I gured. I don’t have
pictures for you but did the maiden ight on
Nick's Giant Extra as well.

The Venture 60. I love it! I got to maiden this plane on October 21, 2021. I built the plane from a kit that I bought from
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Bruce Tharpe Engineering. http://www.btemodels.com/venture.html I installed a Saito .82 Glow fuel engine for power. I
haven’t own in some time so I asked Bernie to stand with me during the maiden… thank you Bernie. Here is an
additional web site that relates to the Venture 60 should you be interested http://www.btemodels.com/v60gallery/
index.html . When the box containing the airplane arrived at my house last year, I opened it
and I was greeted to a lot of neatly packed, excellent quality balsa. As far as ying, I only
ew the plane once on the day of the maiden ight. I ew it very conservatively and didn’t
need any trim adjustments, a rst for me. I should re-word that last remark about not
needing trim adjustments. I needed maybe 2 clicks of up but I normally y with a few
clicks down anyway so I just left it trimmed that way. I spoke to Bruce on the phone when
I ordered the airplane and he all but guaranteed me that I would enjoy the build, the
quality of the material as well as the plane’s excellent ying characteristics… my nd is
yes, yes and yes! I covered the plane with Cream and True Red Monokote. Thanks guys,
see you at the eld. I hope I got everyone this month… Walt
PS: http://www.btemodels.com/vt_about.html
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Fifth Maiden Flight of This Month is from me, Walt…

My projects:
I have framed up a Sterling MAMBO which is a 50’s rudder only design that
was very popular back in the day. I built mine from a short-kit I obtained from
http://lazer-works.com/misc.html and it is now ready to be covered.
My MAMBO will be electric powered and have elevators too
For those of you who do not know, a short-kit gives you all of the shipped
curved parts needed and you need to supply your own sheeting and sticks to
complete it. Lazer Works has a large library of short kits available and really
does a fantastic job by getting everything so it ts better than the original kit.
I’ve built several of his kits and even have sent him plans so he can cut one for me that was not already in their
library. I built a 125% KAOS, 150% Contender (nearing completion and I have a kit waiting on me of a
Waterman Aerobile that I got from a 1972 RCM plan. PICS OF THE FULL SCALE - https://www.si.edu/object/
waterman-aerobile:nasm_A19610156000
I also obtained plans from MAN back in June for a foamie based Japanese Zero by Dick Sarpoulous which is
built primarily from dollar store foam board, a little 1/32 plywood and a wing set that I nally got due to Wayne’s
persistence. I have one all framed up and a second one in progress
I could probably go on and on with this; however, this is what I’m working on at present. Norm

MAMBO

Dick Sarpoulous
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Japanese Zero

Walt, Here’s an article for building a plug for making fiberglass molds.

 	

Hello Bernie, thanks very much for sending this article. That is an
amazing job that you are doing with your P-51! Also, I was just checking
out your airplanes that you have on display a few pages down!

 	

 	

L-R - Bob - Grandson Colin - Son Greg

Hi Walt... Had a great time at the Colorado air show.. We met most of the pilots at the hotel that we were staying
at. They were staying there too. Had breakfast Sunday morning and met Jim Cox number 4 pilot. Colin was a
hit with the pilots. Jim Cox gave us a special pass to sit in their area and to have our picture taken with them.
Here is the picture taken on 10/17/2021 at the Colorado Air Show in Loveland Colorado. Jim Cox is 4th from
the left. Later.

THE HISTORY OF BLUE ANGELS AIRCRAFT: A PHOTO ESSAY

 	

https://www.history.navy.mil/browse-by-topic/communities/naval-aviation0/

